


“Seconds & Inches”





 ATCT Dispatch
 Response Route
 Incident Strategies
◦ Rescue
◦ Suppression
◦ Resource Assessment/Alarm 

Elevation
◦ Staging Area(s)/Forward 

Staging/Airfield Escort
 Incident Tactics
◦ Apparatus Positioning
◦ Agent/Pattern/Flow Selection
◦ Line Selection/Line Management
◦ Search & Rescue
◦ Triage/Treatment/Transport
◦ Ventilation
◦ Salvage & Overhaul

 Incident Command Established
 Communications
 Scene Safety
 Zone Establishment
 Perimeter Establishment/Scene 

Security
 Agent Re-Supply

 Hazard Mitigation
 Decontamination
 Rehabilitation
 Unified Command
 Passenger Assistance Program
 Airport Operations/Resuming Limited 

Operations
 Post Incident Briefing/Social Media
 Secure Aircraft
◦ Chain of Evidence

 Secure Scene
◦ Access Control
◦ Environmental Considerations

 Aircraft Recovery
 Airport Operations/Resuming Normal 

Operations
 Post Incident Investigation
 Post Incident After Action Review
◦ Incident Action Items
◦ Best Practices
◦ Lessons Learned 

 Cost Recovery





 Airport Statistics
◦ Time of Incident: 1432 hrs.
◦ Temperature: 57 degrees Fahrenheit, Clear skies, Sunny
◦ Winds: 190 @ 15 gusting to 30
◦ West Flow Configuration: Rate 114
 Arrivals: 27-L, 27-R, 28-C
 Departures: 28-R, 22-L 

 Flight Statistics 
◦ American Boeing 767 (2003) Flight # 383, Tail # N345AN
◦ 48,000 lbs. fuel on takeoff (6,000 gallons with 3,000 in 

each wing)
◦ 170 Souls on Board (161 passengers, 9 crew)
◦ Departure to Miami, Florida
◦ Departure Runway 28-R (13,000 ft. runway) 
◦ Departing from Taxiway N-5 (9000 ft. runway)



 AAL Flight 383 cleared for take-off on Runway 28-R 
(13,000’ runway) from an alternate location at Twy N-
5 which allowed for 9000’ of runway for take-off

 Shortly after initiating take-off roll, the aircraft 
travelled  approximately 3550’ down the runway 
reaching a speed of approximately 128 knots when 
catastrophic failure of the Starboard engines HP Stage 
2 Turbine Disc occurred near the intersection of Twy
T (5,450’ runway remaining)

 The flight crew, after hearing a loud bang on the 
Starboard side, was contacted by the ATCT informing 
them they had visible fire coming from their number 
2 engine

 The flight crew aborted take-off while at 134 knots 
and applied the brakes coming to a complete stop 25 
seconds after throttle reduction, east of Twy DD with 
2775’ ft. of runway remaining

 The flight crew ordered an evacuation of the aircraft 
and secured the aircraft prior to exiting the cockpit 







 Primary Fuel Line fractured causing significant 
flowing fuel fire (unable to completely stop flow 
for 10 hours)

 Carbon Fibers from various aircraft components 
became airborne when ignited, causing 
inhalation hazard

 Wind conditions contributed to fire spread and 
growth

 Direct flame impingement to the fuselage as well 
as pooling fuel burning beneath aircraft created 
an immediate threat to passengers

 Evacuating passengers from Port Side fleeing in 
several directions upon exiting slides 





 The engine was 19 years old
 4,900 flying hours (Disc 10,984 cycles)
 Catastrophic failure of High-Pressure Turbine 

Stage 2 Disc
 Broke into 4 main pieces
 Constructed of Zinc
 Fragments found in 

Starboard fuel tank



 In September 2000 at Philadelphia Airport, a US 
Airway Boeing 767-2B7ER, due to an in-flight loss of 
oil, experienced an uncontained engine failure of the 
HP Turbine Stage 1 Disk during a high powered 
ground run-up. Aircraft damaged beyond repair.

 In June 2006, during a ground-test at Los Angeles 
International Airport, a disintegrating CF6-80 engine 
damaged an American Airlines 767 as mechanics 
repeatedly revved up the jet’s engines to maximum 
power. One of the engines failed and shot out chunks 
of metal that penetrated the fuselage and went inside 
the other engine, according to an NTSB report at the 
time.

 September 16, 2004, An American Airlines                        
MD-80 ingests a large bird shortly after                             
take-off causing catastrophic failure of                                 
the Number 1 engine and forcing the                                                       
aircraft to declare an emergency and                                      
return to the airport.  



 Upon catastrophic failure of the Starboard engine, 
fragments of the Stage 2 HP Turbine disc exited the 
engine cowl.

 Four substantial pieces of the disc where located. 
Three pieces travelled North of the runway and one 
piece travelled South of the runway.

 Fragment # 4 shot upwards tearing through the 
Starboard wing, fractured the fuel cell, and continued 
over the fuselage penetrating the roof of a cargo 
facility 3,350’ away, striking the floor and coming to 
rest on a loading rack.

 Fragments 1, 2, & 3 shot in a downward direction 
striking the runway pavement and continued 
northbound approximately 510’, 1,150’, and 1,300’ 
coming to rest in a grassy area between taxiways and 
20’ from adjacent Main Service Rd.  



Trajectory of Turbine 
fragments

Hole under wing

Hole on top 
of wing





Engine Failure 
5,450’ runway

Fragment # 2, 
1,150’ Twy T-10

Fragment # 3, 
1,300’ Twy A-10 

Takeoff Position 
Twy N-2,    
9,000’ runway 

Aircraft Complete Stop  
2,775’ runway

Fragment  # 1, 
510’ Twy N&T Fragment # 4, 

3,350’ UPS





UPS Cargo 
Facility 
Fragment # 4



Fragment # 
3



 First arriving ARFF units did an outstanding job of displacing the 
rapidly spreading fire away from the fuselage, diverting flame 
impingement away from the aircraft reducing penetration into 
the fuselage

 Observing the R-1 slide had been deployed, the ARFF officer 
relocated to Sector 2 to protect any evacuating passengers as 
well as prevent fire from entering the fuselage through the open 
main cabin door

 Identifying that the fire could not be extinguished due to a 
flowing fuel fire, the ARFF officer utilized his Hydro-Chem nozzle 
to knock down the three dimensional fire that kept re-igniting 
the fuel on the runway

 First arriving Engine Company recognizing the L-2 evacuation 
slide was vulnerable due to the large amount of fire under the 
aircraft,  immediately deployed a hand line in Sector 4 to place a 
foam blanket under the slide as well as protect Squad personnel 
who were making entry into the fuselage through the starboard 
side over-wing exit

 Upon arrival, and working hand in hand, the Tower Ladder 
placed a ground ladder to the leading edge of the starboard wing 
which allowed the airport Rescue Squad to enter the aircraft to 
conduct a primary search while the fire was being brought under 
control 



 Dynamic vs Static
◦ Incident Command Post
◦ Forward Command Post (on-scene)
◦ Forward Command Post (alternate location EMS)
◦ Incident Management Center/Emergency 

Operations Center
 Sector Assignments
 Staging Area
◦ Off-Field
◦ Forward Staging
◦ Fixed Facility (non-essential personnel)

















AFT Cargo 
Hold



 On-board breathing manifold not utilized as no 
smoke entered any ARFF Units

 Windshield deluge utilized by downwind ARFF due to 
extreme heat

 Under-truck nozzles utilized by ARFF units downhill 
due to substantial fuel on ground with ignition 
potential

 Hydro-Chem nozzle provided effective knockdown of 
flowing fuel fire

 HRET re-positioned in Sector 3 in the event fire 
entered aft cargo area (HRET with Halotron armed)

 DEVS provided Crash Crew Chart of aircraft 
components and hazards (O2, batteries, flight deck)

 Agent level indicator lights assisted officers in 
prioritizing which apparatus required replacement to 
refill their agent   





DEVS





 Due to its close proximity, initial responding 
ARFF Units responded back to Rescue 1 to utilize 
roof rack refill method

 One ARFF unit secured hydrant outside Rescue 1 
and refilled utilizing side intake refill method

 One ARFF unit secured hydrant on ARFF access 
road and refilled utilizing roof intake refill 
method

 Engine Co. 10 secured hydrant on ARFF access 
road and stretched 400 ft. of LDH to adjacent 
taxiway for rapid refill of secondary ARFF units 



 The first arriving ambulance (A-26 from Rescue 1) 
immediately upon arrival, established and set-up Triage 
Area on Twy Papa directly adjacent to emergency aircraft

 Airport Training staff (298, 2912, 2913) immediately upon 
arrival, corralled evacuating passengers from the grassy 
area and directed to them to Triage Area

 The second arriving ambulance (A-16 from Rescue 2) 
immediately upon arrival, set-up Treatment Area assisted 
by Airport Training staff (all cross-trained FF/PM) 

 The EMS Chief Officer (FC-453) upon arrival, immediately 
set-up & coordinated Transportation Area, prioritized 
victim removal &  directing subsequent arriving 
ambulances to the Treatment Area as well as coordinated 
with Resource Hospital for transport to receiving hospitals 
for 10 passengers from the scene

 CFD & CPD assisted in placing triage Green passengers to 
awaiting CDA buses for transport to Gate K-15



 Representatives in CFD Command Van:
◦ Chicago Department of Aviation
 Operations (Coordinated closures & initiated proper 

notifications)
 Fleet Services (Provided buses and truckload of sand for 

diking)
 Safety (liaison with American Airlines)
 Aviation Police (perimeter security, “Warm Zone”)
 Facilities (Coordinated clean-up with contractor)

◦ Chicago Police Department (CPD)
 Maintained perimeter security, “Hot Zone”
 Assisted with patient/passenger removal from incident
 Provided scene security until aircraft was removed

◦ National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
◦ Federal Aviation Administration Flight Standards District 

Office (FSDO)
◦ Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA)
◦ American Airlines
 Maintenance 
 Passenger Assistance (medications & credentials)



 Upon completion of search and rescue operations, TL and Rescue 
Squad personnel began salvage & overhaul operations for hidden 
fires in the cabin area

 Utilizing Thermal Imaging Camera (TIC) and RAE-Tech heat 
detector, located heat signature in floor area in Row 32

 Prior to opening up sidewalls and overhead panels, on-board 
suppression systems were activated from cockpit. Aircraft 
ventilated utilizing portable ventilation fans 

 Flight deck and cabin area were photographed prior to 
securing/activating any flight controls for impending NTSB 
investigation

 Flight controls were secured ensuring fuel was shut off, engine 
suppression system was activated and batteries were eventually 
deactivated

 Batteries were initially left in the on position to allow activation 
of on-board suppression system as well as in the event the aft 
cargo door needed to be opened electrically, but were 
immediately deactivated when fire appeared to be extinguished 
by on-board suppression system

 Cockpit O2 was not secured due to inability to access E&E 
compartment due to unstable landing gear & fuel under aircraft, 
fire never reached area









 Sand requested from CDA Vehicle Services for 
absorption & secondary diking on north side of 
runway to prevent further runoff of fuel

 Deployed AreaRAE portable detection monitors 
around perimeter (Sectors 2 & 3) to determine “Hot 
Zone” around incident

 Placed putty and plugs into several holes in the 
starboard wing in an attempt to slow the  flow of fuel 
that continued to pour from the wing

 Deployed containment pools to capture flowing fuel 
until area was determined to be safe to place larger 
containment units

 Due to continual fuel flowing from Starboard wing, 
ARFF Units remained on scene until wing was 
eventually off-loaded and aircraft was removed, 
followed aircraft to hangar and remained on scene 
until fuel was removed from Port side wing  





 Catastrophic engine failure penetrated the Starboard 
fuel cell creating flowing fuel source and ignited the 
escaping fuel (3 dimensional fire)

 Dike tubing & hose for containment delayed due to 
conditions (downwind/downhill)

 Sand requested for absorption & secondary diking
 Area-RAE’s placed around Sectors 2 & 3 to determine 

“Hot Zone” perimeter
 Pig Putty, Wooden Plugs, and containment pools were 

initially utilized to slow flowing fuel and capture 
residual product

 When deemed safe to do so, AAL bowser was used to 
capture fuel until remaining fuel safely off-loaded by 
AAL

 Port-side fuel tank unable to be off-loaded on-scene   



 3000 Gallons recovered from Port wing tank
 Area diked (sand) post extinguishment when able
 Captured fuel found in multiple catch basins 

running adjacent on the north side of Runway 
28-R that flow into airport South Retention Pond

 Oil water separators captured majority of the fuel 
but subsequent rainfall purged drainage pipes 
into South Retention Pond

 IEPA on scene within hours after incident 
occurred

 Private contractor (SET) in charge of                       
cleanup operations removed fuel                                
from various locations 



 Flight deck documented & 
secured by CFD

 Medicines and Personal 
Identification Documents 
removed with NTSB approval

 CVR & FDR removed by CFD 
& AAL Maintenance, turned 
over to NTSB

 Remaining carry-ons items 
removed in evening by AAL 
personnel upon approval of 
NTSB

 Remaining luggage & cargo 
removed following morning



 1432: Crash Alert on Runway 28-R for American 
Airlines Flight 383, catches fire on aborted take-off 
roll. Immediate ground freeze for entire airport, 
landing aircraft sent around to allow ARFF Units direct 
access to incident.

 1436: North Airfield runways resume flight 
operations after ARFF units arrival on South Airfield

 1500: All runways available for flight operations with 
the exception of Rwy 28-R (runway with emergency 
aircraft) and Rwy 28-C (adjacent to Rwy 28-R) upon 
placement of one ARFF unit on South Airfield (Rescue 
1), one unit on North Airfield (Rescue 4) and two ARFF 
units staged mid-field to maintain response 
requirements.

 1526: Runway 28-C available for flight operations 
nearly one hour after all passengers and non-
essential equipment removed from adjacent taxiway 



 Local Investigator on-scene within hours of 
incident

 Lead investigator on-scene by 2200 hrs. (arrived 
from Washington D.C.)

 Full team was on-scene within twenty four hours
 Utilized Giophedia program to document location 

of debris found during systematic debris search
 Remained on-scene until following Friday, 

holding daily briefings with NTSB investigative 
groups, as well as representatives from CDA 
Operations, CFD, CPD, & AAL



 Initiated immediately by American Airlines
 Chicago Department of Aviation responded 

with three 60 passenger buses to scene
 Passengers in Triage Area loaded on buses by 

CFD & CPD personnel, secondary assessment 
& head count taken 

 Passengers not transported from scene were 
transported to Terminal 3, Gates K-15 & K-
19 for final triage, patient tracking, interviews



 Triage set-up by EMS Chief 4-4-11 in Gate K-15 to 
re-evaluate Green triaged passengers

 K-19 and adjacent Admiral Club utilized to provide 
isolated comfort space, food and beverage to non-
injured passengers

 Passengers requiring transport to hospital were 
removed from K-19 elevator to awaiting ambulances 
on tarmac

 13 passengers transported to 3 local hospitals
 AAL Passenger Assistance personnel coordinated with 

CFD Command Van verifying:
◦ Passenger Manifest (lap children and comfort animals)
◦ Cargo Manifest (sensitive cargo in forward cargo hold) 
◦ Passenger Triage categories
◦ Receiving Hospitals (AAL representatives sent to each 

hospital)



 Private contractors, contracted by the city, 
were on-scene assessing damage to runway 
by 0800 hrs. the following morning

 The aircraft was removed from Runway 28-R 
by 1630 hrs. the following day

 Runway repairs  began at 1700 hrs. & were 
completed by 0800hrs. the following day

 Estimated repair costs were $700,000.00



Fragment 
Damage

Fire Damage from burning 
Jet A



 Initial estimated at over I million dollars
◦ Runway Repair $700,000.00
◦ City personnel overtime



 Geographic Information Systems (GIS) used by 
City Operations to employ geospatial 
technology to document debris field post 
incident

 CDA Operations immediately marked debris 
locations with high visibility spray paint in the 
event it was moved by weather conditions 
(which it did) 





 Door L-1 slide removed upon approval of NTSB after 
all slide were photographed to allow CFD stair truck 
to be placed for safe access

 Remaining slides removed by CFD & AAL maintenance 
and transported to AAL hangar

 All luggage was removed by AAL upon approval from 
on-scene NTSB

 Fuel continued to leak from Starboard wing and was 
captured by CFD containment pools & AAL bowser

 Fuel could not be removed from Port side wing
 Aft Cargo door required manual                                 

operation due to damaged wiring                                                          
from fire 



 American Airlines Aircraft Recovery Team on 
scene within hours of the incident

 Fuel recovery from Starboard wing completed 
by midnight but AAL personnel were unable 
to off-load fuel from Port wing

 Due to wing deterioration, wing needed               
to be removed prior to removing

 AAARC secured loose pieces of fuselage as 
well as changed Starboard side main                                         
landing gear prior to                                                
removal  





 Passenger accountability
◦ Lap Children (not identified on passenger manifest)
◦ Animals (comfort dog in cabin, none in cargo)

 Communications
 Escort Issues
 Unified Command (Command Van)
 Zones/Perimeter Established
 Security Issues
 Downwind considerations (Terminals, taxiways, 

service roads (airborne particulates & jet fuel 
toxic bi-products)

 Passenger Assistance Area Issues
 Salvation Army utilization



Due to the professionalism and dedication of the 
Crew of AAL Flight 383, Chicago Fire Department, 

Chicago Police Department, and  Chicago 
Department of Aviation, 170 Souls On Board 

returned safely to their families
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